
Anglepoise
Original 1227 Mini Lamp with Desk
Clamp

Oberfläche

noir

gris

blanc

Technical details

Pays de fabrication  Royaume-Uni

fabricant Anglepoise

concepteur George Carwardine

année 2015

protection IP20

Contenu de la livraison LED

aptitude de tension 110 - 240 Volt

Projection en cm 56

matériel acier, Fonte, Textile

longueur de câble 180 cm

base/version E14

Transférabilité sur la conduire

Puissance (max. Watt) 15 Watt

LED y compris

Diamètre de l'ombre 13 cm

Hauteur de Abat 14 cm

remplacement des ampoules : sur le site meme

Dimensions H 42 cm

Description

The Anglepoise Original 1227 Mini Lamp with Desk Lamp can be mounted on
tables or shelves with a thickness of 1 cm to 6 cm. With its movable articulated
arm, the clamp lamp can be repositioned again and again. The lamp head can
be individually tilted and rotated. The addition of a neat cable clamp means
that it is possible to attach the 180 cm long cable to the articulated arm exactly
where it is needed using the on/off switch. This lamp also uses as with other
Anglepoise lamps the proven constant tension spring technology developed
by industrial designer George Carwadine especially for the British
manufacturer. Thanks to this tension spring technology, the clamp lamp
remains in any set position.

The Original 1227 Mini Lamp with Desk Lamp is available in the surfaces jet
black, linen white and dove grey. Lamp shade, articulated arm and clamp are
each in the selected surface. The lamp shade has a diameter of 13 cm and a
height of 14 cm. It is made of steel and all versions are glossy lacquered. The
clamp is made of cast iron, the adjustable articulated arm is made of
aluminum. LED retrofit or compact fluorescent lamps are suitable as light
sources. A table base in the matching surface is included in the scope of
delivery.
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